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a summer of painting courses set in the enticing landscape of the beautiful Luberon valley
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Our courses are held in the tiny hamlet of Les Bassacs which has commanding views over the spectacular mountains of the Luberon and the
Vaucluse. Surrounded by cherry orchards, vineyards and olive groves,
Les Bassacs is within easy reach of the impressive stone-built villages
of Roussillon, Gordes, Lacoste and Bonnieux . This unique location offers you a sensory feast. In the spring the valley comes alive with cornfields aflame with poppies. In summer it reverberates with the sound
of cicadas, and the landscape becomes brilliant with lavender and
sunflowers. In autumn the light mellows as the valley is carpeted with
magnificent bronze vineyards.
All summer long the air is scented with wild rosemary, thyme and lavender. Students receive professional tuition from practising artists in a
friendly and supportive atmosphere. We aim to inspire and relax you
so that you can learn, share ideas and have fun, far away from everyday
constraints.
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where you stay Arts in Provence is run by David and Liz Atkinson from a typical Provençal village house full of
character, with traditional spiral staircases, low beams and terracotta floors. The bedrooms are simply furnished,
some are ensuite, others have shared bathrooms. Requests for specific rooms can be made at the time of booking. There is a well-stocked library for students to use. The painting studio, the dining room and terrace look out
over the swimming pool towards the Alpilles hills, and take in the astounding red ochre of Roussillon and the spectacular village perché of Gordes.
after work . . . After a day’s painting there will be time to enjoy the terrace and the pool, often accompanied by
a beautiful sunset, before joining the tutor for a convivial evening meal. Our food, inspired by fresh local produce,
has played an important part in making Les Bassacs a success. Carefully prepared meals, with a distinctly Provençal flavour, are served with local wine. The day begins with a breakfast of croissants and freshly baked bread
from the local boulangerie. Lunch is a buffet, or sometimes a picnic in the countryside. The three course dinner is
served in the dining room overlooking the valley.
getting around Transport by minibus is provided for those without their own car. Students are taken to different
locations in the area to work, and everyone will get an opportunity to see the area during the course of a week.

Diary 2021

8th~15th May

painting with Tom Benjamin

		
19th~26th June		

15th~22nd May		

painting in the luberon with David Atkinson

26th June~26th July

light & atmosphere with Wayne Attwood

22nd -29th May 		

painting: a sense of place with Paul Thomas

28th Aug~4th Sept

drawn to colour with Mark Cazalet

29th May -5th June

painting: a sense of place with Paul Thomas

4th~11th Sept		

painting through collage with Mark Cazalet

5th~12th June 		

painting in the luberon with David Atkinson

11th-18th Sept

oil painting with Vicki Norman

12th-19th June		

expressive painting with Kieran Stiles

18th- 25th Sept 		

capturing light with Paul Talbot-Greaves

light & atmosphere with Wayne Attwood
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painting en plein air
with Tom Benjamin
8th-15th May 2021

Suitable for oils and acrylics, this course will focus on painting outside, capturing the freshness and vitality
of the landscape. You will learn to structure a painting with a sense of light, form, space and atmosphere.
Responding to what you see and improvising can produce surprising and exciting results. There will also
be time to develop work further in the studio, and Tom will sometimes paint alongside the group in order
to demonstrate ideas and techniques. The emphasis of the tuition is on helping each student to develop
good observational and technical skills and through that find their own approach.
tom benjamin has been a painter and tutor for over twenty years. He works on landscape painting outside,
in front of his subject, all year round and in any weather. He usually transports his artists’ materials by bicycle. Tom sees the artist’s job as ’making poetry out of the ordinary,’ He trained at Brighton and then Norwich
School of Art and has a long list of one-man and group shows to his credit. He is represented by St Anne’s
Galleries in Lewes West Sussex.

painting in the luberon
with David Atkinson
15th~22nd May
5th~ 12th June 2021
David will accompany you around the valley to the best painting sites in the villages and countryside of the Luberon. A week of painting with no formal tuition, but David will provide teaching and
support for those who want it. The week will be lightly structured, to provide a relaxed, balanced
and creative environment in which to work.
david atkinson has lived and painted in the Luberon Valley for the past 20 years. Recent exhibitions
include The Institute of Contemporary Culture, Aix en Provence, The Temple Gallery, Rome, the Zimmer Stewart Gallery, Arundel, Gallerie Pascal Lainé, Avignon and the Galerie Alauda, Cereste, France.
His work is in private collections in the U.S., Mexico and Europe. David ‘s work can be seen on instagram at davidatkinsonart or on his studio blog at davidatkinsonart.blogspot.fr.
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painting: a sense of place
with Paul Thomas
22nd-29th May
29th May-5th June 2021

Paul will help you to understand how composition, colour and tone can be used to describe a
feeling for the light of Provence and to communicate a real sense of place. The emphasis will
be on working outside, but Paul’s teaching also includes some demonstrations and sessions in
the studio. In the landscape Paul will help you to make decisions about what to tackle in terms
of subject matter and composition and how to pursue that in colour and form. Though the week
is primarily discussing oil painting techniques work can also be made in acrylics, watercolour or
drawing media.
paul thomas received an MA in Painting from the Royal College of Art. He has taught at Falmouth,
Central and Wimbledon Schools of Art and was Head of Painting at Cheltenham School of Art.
He was co-founder of the Jerwood Drawing Prize, which involved lecturing and talking extensively
on both contemporary and traditional drawing practice. He is co-author of “Foundation Course :
Drawing” published in 2004 by Cassell, and is featured in a series of DVD’s on various aspects of
painting and drawing published by Pickwick. In 2005 he was artist-in-residence at the National Art
School in Sydney, since then he has worked full time as an artist spending part of each year painting and drawing in Australia and exhibiting both there and in Europe.
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expressive painting
with Kieran Stiles
12th-19th June 2021

This creative week is for people who would like to learn something new and exciting. You should
be willing to leave your existing approach aside and want to explore new and experimental approaches to painting. In a series of structured workshops, Kieran will encourage you to explore
alternative methods of representation and unconventional ways of applying and working the paint
to create interesting textural surface. Discover how the use of preparatory sketches in water-based
mix-media such as acrylic and watercolour can inform and characterise paintings. The process of
drawing and mark making allows a selection of visual moments to be documented with immediacy
and vitality. During the week learn how to translate these studies into more developed oil or acrylic
paintings on board.
Kieran Stiles studied Fine Art at Falmouth School of Art. He is represented by Browse and Darby,
London. His work is held in several prestigious collections internationally including the permanent
collection of Merton College Oxford where he is a Visiting Fellow in the Creative Arts. Kieran lectures
and teaches themed pratical and philosphical workshops in connection with major exhibitions at the
Ashmolean Museum, Merton College and various artistic societies in London and Oxford. He lives and
works in Oxfordshire.
back to diary

light and atmosphere
with Wayne Attwood
19th-26th June
26th June-3rd July 2021
Develop and explore skills and techniques to capture the summer Provence light in oils or watercolours using an impressionist approach, with a focus on the tonal sequence, colour mixing and expressive mark-making. Experiment with creative improvisation during the painting process to move
toward a less literal treatment to create a more emotive sense of place and atmosphere. In the studio, take the opportunity to expand your understanding of these versatile mediums with an in-depth
look at the craft of painting.
wayne attwood graduated from art school and found success painting large historical works, a number of which were committed for heritage buildings in England. He was also active in commercial art,
illustration and design, culminating in becoming Creative Director of a national advertising and marketing agency. In 2004 he left the UK to sail with his wife across the Atlantic and around the Mediterranean, rediscovering his passion for painting. He spent an extended period in Malta, producing and
exhibiting a body of work. Returning to the UK in 2011, he currently splits his time between painting and
teaching in central England and the Mediterranean. He is President of the Royal Birmingham Society of
Artists, and his work is represented in private and public collections across Europe.
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drawn to colour
with Mark Cazalet
28th Aug-4th September 2021

A week working out in the landscape and in the studio exploring the relationship between
drawing and painting. We will be immersing ourselves in the landscape, walking as we draw.
Drawing is rightly seen as the foundation of art, but its relationship to developing our painting
is often neglected. The focus for the week is on compositional design, space and mark making. Our morning sessions of preparatory drawing will encourage the innovative use of mixed
media materials . Afternoons are spent painting in any media you like, extending and exploring
your use of colour, with reference to the drawings and paintings produced in the morning.
This course is suitable for all levels of experience, and to take full advantage of the week you
will need to be adventurous, energetic and willing to experiment

mark cazalet was born in 1964. An enthusiastic teacher, painter and printmaker, he trained at
Chelsea and Falmouth Schools of Art. Since 1990 Mark has worked in London where he has held
numerous one-man shows. His work is in national and private collections. Mark has been working on large-scale commissions for projects in English Cathedrals in a variety of media including;
back to diary
glass, mural and tapestry. Recently Mark was invited to work as artist in resident at The Josef and
Anni Albers Foundation, Connecticut. His most recent shows are at Beardsmore Gallery and Snape
back to diary
Malt.ings,
Suffolk. He was artist in residence at St Edmundsbury Cathedral in 2016.
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painting through collage
with Mark Cazalet
4th-11th Sept 2021

Identifying what each of us want to say about a landscape while keeping our response fresh and
spontaneous is perhaps the central issue for plein-air painters. Using collage and other materials
can distill our intentions and help us to develop our approach to painting.
The week is about working directly from the landscape, using your senses to react to what you
see, and later encapsulate the freshness of that experience. Mornings will be spent working outside, followed by afternoons in the studio developing or reinventing this experience using memory, imagination and the work made in the morning. Painting away from the subject can heighten
your ways of seeing, and make you reflect on the potential of your subject. We will draw on on
key examples from artists, past and present.
This course is suitable for all levels of experience, and to take full advantage of the week you will
need to be adventurous, energetic and willing to experiment

line tone and colour
with Vicki Norman
11th-18th September 2021
This week will help you to expand your painting skills and deepen your understanding of the medium. Working primarily outside, using dynamic methods and techniques and exploring the role
of observation on location, Vicki will inspire you to find individual approaches to the landscape.
From there the move into painting becomes a fruitful experiment in recording colour, tone and
light. Tuition will be comprised of demonstrations, studio sessions and plenty of practical time
outside with one-to-one support. For painters of all abilities in oils or watercolours.
vicki norman has won awards for both her teaching and painting. She offers a relaxed, supportive
approach combining her knowledge of traditional painting and drawing disciplines with an ability
to tailor her tuition to suit the needs of each individual. In recent years she has studied with master
painters from Italy and the USA. Trained in Fine Art, Vicki also holds a teaching certificate specialising in post 16 education. She travels and teaches across Europe and the USA taking part in plein
air painting festivals and competitions. Her work has been exhibited with the Royal Society of Oil
Painters at the Mall Galleries, in 2017 her work was awarded ‘Best painting in Show’ at the biennial
Bermuda Plein Air competition and in 2019 she was an invited member of the teaching faculty at
Florida’s prestigious Plein Air South painting convention.
back to diary

capturing light in watercolour
with Paul Talbot-Greaves
18th~25th September 2021
The week will make the most of watercolur painting in the beautiful Luberon valley, seeking out interesting compositions and capturing the unique light of Provence. Paul uses a three step approach to watercolour that is suited to both plein air and studio work, that will help you paint with clarity and energy.
You will learn to look for the building blocks of paintings in the villages and landscapes around Les Bassacs, making sketches, taking photos for reference, and working in watercolour. There will also be a
chance to work in the studio where Paul will give demonstrations and relevant tutorials to help you along.
paul talbot-greaves trained at art college in the 1980’s then worked as a graphic artist before becoming
a full-time painter in 1998. He lives and paints in Yorkshire. He has won many awards and has written four
books about watercolour technique including ‘Painting Landscapes in Watercolour’ published in 2009. He
has written numerous articles for Artists and Illustrators Magazine, Paint and Leirsure Painter and is currently
a regular contributor to The Artist Magazine. He exhibits regularly and has shown work in the Sunday Times
Watercolour competition and the RI annual exhibitions at the Mall Galleries, London.
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painting workshops The workshops appeal to people of all ages and abilities. To take full advantage of your stay
at Les Bassacs, you should have a reasonable level of mobility and fitness. Many students come on their own, but
couples are welcome too. Numbers are limited to around nine and there is a relaxed and informal atmosphere,
with the direction of the week determined by the tutor. Courses vary in structure and content as indicated in the
descriptions above. To discuss which course would best suit your needs, please don’t hesitate to email us at Les
Bassacs artsinprovence@gmail.com.
what to bring A materials list will be sent to you eight weeks before the beginning of your course. You will need
only casual clothes for your stay, and of course a swim-suit and bathing towel. Provençal weather can be variable
in spring and autumn, with warm sunny days, chilly nights and the occasional rain storm. The summer is long and
sunny, but there is always the pool to plunge into, and the house remains cool. Those coming in spring and autumn should bring something warm for the evening and a light raincoat. We provide towels and soap. There are
few banks in the area so it is wise to bring some cash euros!
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Prices

1 week’s tuition, full board per person in a:
shared room					
960 Euros
shared ensuite room			
980 Euros
single room					
1010 Euros
single occupancy of double 		
1040 Euros
single occupancy of dble ensuite 1080 Euros

There is a 10% discount on your second week if you decide to stay for a fortnight. Discount for non-painting partners is 10%. There is also a discount for
cash Euros. We only accept payments by bank card or cash. You can give us your bank card details over the phone at the time of paying the deposit of
100€.
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Booking

Because of complications due to the Covid pandemic, we are asking people to express an interest in their preferred courses. Once conditions become
more clear we will contact you to let you know if you have secured a place. Places will be given on a first come first served basis and according to the
accomodation available.
How to get here Les Bassacs is easy to reach. You can fly to Marseille airport, come by Eurostar to Avignon or drive, using the excellent autoroute system. About 650 miles from Calais, Les Bassacs can be found on Satnav and Google Maps. We are just off the D2 between Gordes and St Saturnin d’Apt.
by air We meet a nominated flight from London Heathrow to Marseille Marignane airport and bring you back to Les Bassacs. We will return you to the
airport the following Saturday for your homeward flight. Details will be given at the time of booking. The journey between Les Bassacs and the airport
takes about one and a quarter hours. NB. If you travel by air, book your flight as soon as you receive written confirmation of a place on your chosen
course.
by rail You can travel by Eurostar and TGV from London to Avignon via Lille or Paris. We meet a nominated train at Avignon TGV station.
Please email your travel arrangements when they are made for more detailed meeting information. Anyone travelling at any other time than the nominated flight or train can be met or dropped off, but we make a charge for this service.
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Cancellations Arts in Provence reserves the right, should the situation arise, to cancel or alter any workshop and to offer alternative dates or refunds.
We cannot accept responsibility for any aspect of your holiday arrangements affected by matters over which we have no control.
Cancellations must be confirmed in writing. Deposits are non-refundable.
The following scale of refunds applies:
Up to 4 weeks before departure 30% refund.
Up to 1 week before departure 10% refund.
Insurance You must have travel insurance covering you for accidents, medical expenses and cancellations etc.

arts in provence
Les Bassacs, 84490 St Saturnin les Apt, France
Tel: 00 33 4 90 05 60 99
www.artsinprovence.com
email: artsinprovence@gmail.com
www.lesbassacsblog.blogspot.com
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